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A proven way to put together a portfolio that enhances performance and reduces risk Professor Craig Israelsen of Brigham Young
University is an important voice in the area of asset allocation. The reason? He keeps things simple. Now, in 7Twelve, he shows
you how to do the same, and demonstrates how his approach to investing can help you grow your money as well as protect it.
7Twelve outlines a multi-asset balanced portfolio that is a logical starting point when assembling a portfolio-either as the blueprint
for the entire portfolio or as a significant building block. Page by page, he will show you how to create a balanced portfolio utilizing
multiple asset classes to enhance performance and reduce risk. Discusses how the 7Twelve portfolio includes seven core asset
classes and utilizes twelve specific mutual funds or exchange traded funds Details the tax efficiency of this specific investment
approach Shows you how to use the 7Twelve portfolio as a pre-retirement accumulation portfolio or a post-retirement distribution
portfolio If you want to build a well-balanced, multi-asset portfolio, 7Twelve is the book for you.
A practical guide to getting personal investing right Somewhere along the way, something has gone very wrong with the way
individuals save and invest. Too often, households are drawn in by promotional suggestions masquerading as impartial investment
advice. Consumers get saddled with more risk than they realize. Authors Zvi Bodie and Rachelle Taqqu understand the dilemma
that today's investors face, and with Risk Less and Prosper they will help you find your financial footing. Written in an accessible
style, this practical guide skillfully explains why personal investing is all about you—your goals, your values and your career path. It
shows how to understand investment risk and choose the particular blend of risk and safety that is right for you. And it lays out
several simple yet powerful ways for small investors to cast a reliable safety net to achieve their financial goals and truly prosper.
Coauthors Bodie and Taqqu challenge the myth that all investments require risk, then highlight some important risks that families
often disregard when deciding where to put their money. Later, they connect the dots between investment and investor, showing
us all how to grasp our own investment risk profiles and how we may use these insights to make more fitting investment choices.
Outlines a straightforward way to invest by aligning your investments with your goals and the risk levels you can bear Provides
basic investment abc's for readers who are otherwise literate Lays out a simple, actionable plan for achieving your goals Explains
the role of risk-free assets and investment insurance in assuring that you reach your most essential goals Contrary to popular
belief, investing doesn't have to be complicated. You can build wealth without taking great risks. Risk Less and Prosper will show
you how to make investment decisions that will make your financial life less stressful and more profitable.
The seminal work on mutual funds investing is now a Wiley Investment Classic Certain books have redefined the way we view the
world of finance and investing—books that should be on every investor’s shelf. Bogle On Mutual Funds—the definitive work on
mutual fund investing by one of finance’s great luminaries—is just such a work, and has been added to the catalog of Wiley’s
Investment Classic collection. Updated with a new introduction by expert John Bogle, this comprehensive book provides investors
with the wisdom of the pioneer of mutual funds to help you identify and execute the ideal mutual fund investment choices for your
portfolio. The former Vanguard Chief Executive, Bogle has long been mutual funds' most outspoken critic; in this classic book, he
provides guidance on what you should and shouldn't believe when it comes to mutual funds, along with the story of persistence
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and perseverance that led to this seminal work. You'll learn the differences between common stock, bond, money market, and
balanced funds, and why a passively managed "index" fund is a smarter investment than a fund managed by someone making
weighted bets on individual securities, sectors, and the economy. Bogle reveals the truth behind the advertising, the mediocre
performance, and selfishness, and highlights the common mistakes many investors make. Consider the risks and rewards of
investing in mutual funds Learn how to choose between the four basic types of funds Choose the lower-cost, more reliable
investment structure See through misleading advertising, and watch out for pitfalls Take a look into this timeless classic and let
Bogle On Mutual Funds show you how to invest in mutual funds the right way, with the expert perspective of an industry leader.
Identify mistakes standing in the way of investment success With so much at stake in investing and wealth management, investors
cannot afford to keep repeating actions that could have serious negative consequences for their financial goals. The Five Mistakes
Every Investor Makes and How to Avoid Them focuses on what investors do wrong so often so they can set themselves on the
right path to success. In this comprehensive reference, readers learn to navigate the ever-changing variables and market dilemmas
that often make investing a risky and daunting endeavor. Well-known and respected author Peter Mallouk shares useful investment
techniques, discusses the importance of disciplined investment management, and pinpoints common, avoidable mistakes made by
professional and everyday investors alike. Designed to provide a workable, sensible framework for investors, The Five Mistakes
Every Investor Makes and How to Avoid Them encourages investors to refrain from certain negative actions, such as fighting the
market, misunderstanding performance, and letting one's biases and emotions get in the way of investing success. Details the
major mistakes made by professional and everyday investors Highlights the strategies and mindset necessary for navigating everchanging variables and market dilemmas Includes useful investment techniques and discusses the importance of discipline in
investment management A reliable resource for investors who want to make more informed choices, this book steers readers away
from past investment errors and guides them in the right direction.
Timeless Strategies for Successful Investing
Winning the Loser's Game
The Nine Rules of Wealth You Should Have Learned in School
A Beginner's Guide to Investing
The Smartest Investment Book You'll Ever Read
All About Asset Allocation, Second Edition
The Little Book of Common Sense Investing
The Coffeehouse Investor

In 1998, after thirteen years of providing investment advice for Smith Barney, Bill Schultheis wrote a simple book for people who felt
overwhelmed by the stock market. He had discovered that when you simplify your investment decisions, you end up getting better returns. As a
bonus, you gain more time for family, friends, and other pursuits. The Coffeehouse Investor explains why we should stop thinking about toprated stocks and mutual funds, shifts in interest rates, and predictions for the economy. Stop trying to beat the stock market average, which few
“experts” ever do. Instead, just remember three simple principles: Don’t put all your eggs in one basket. There’s no such thing as a free lunch.
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And save for a rainy day. By focusing more on your passions and creativity and less on the daily ups and downs, you will actually build more
wealth—and improve the quality of your life at the same time.
Adopt the investment strategy that turned a school teacher into a millionaire Millionaire Teacher shows you how to achieve financial
independence through smart investing — without being a financial wizard. Author Andrew Hallam was a high school English teacher. He
became a debt-free millionaire by following a few simple rules. In this book, he teaches you the financial fundamentals you need to follow in
his tracks. You can spend just an hour per year on your investments, never think about the stock market's direction — and still beat most
professional investors. It's not about get-rich-quick schemes or trendy investment products peddled by an ever-widening, self-serving industry;
it's about your money and your future. This new second edition features updated discussion on passive investing, studies on dollar cost
averaging versus lump sum investing, and a detailed segment on RoboAdvisors for Americans, Canadians, Australians, Singaporeans and
British investors. Financial literacy is rarely taught in schools. Were you shortchanged by your education system? This book is your solution,
teaching you the ABCs of finance to help you build wealth. Gain the financial literacy to make smart investment decisions Learn why you
should invest in index funds Find out how to find the right kind of financial advisor Avoid scams and flash-in-the-pan trends Millionaire
Teacher shows how to build a strong financial future today.
The Bogleheads are back-with retirement planning advice for those who need it! Whatever your current financial situation, you must continue
to strive for a viable retirement plan by finding the most effective ways to save, the best accounts to save in, and the right amount to save, as
well as understanding how to insure against setbacks and handle the uncertainties of a shaky economy. Fortunately, the Bogleheads, a group of
like-minded individual investors who follow the general investment and business beliefs of John C. Bogle, are here to help. Filled with valuable
advice on a wide range of retirement planning issues, including some pearls of wisdom from Bogle himself, The Bogleheads' Guide to
Retirement Planning has everything you need to succeed at this endeavor. Explains the different types of savings accounts and retirement plans
Offers insights on managing and funding your retirement accounts Details efficient withdrawal strategies that could help you maintain a
comfortable retirement lifestyle Addresses essential estate planning and gifting issues With The Bogleheads' Guide to Retirement Planning,
you'll discover exactly what it takes to secure your financial future, today.
A timeless approach to investing wisely over an investment lifetime With the current market maelstrom as a background, this timely guide
describes just how to plan a lifetime of investing, in good times and bad, discussing stocks and bonds as well as the relationship between risk
and return. Filled with in-depth insights and practical advice, The Investor's Manifesto will help you understand the nuts and bolts of executing
a lifetime investment plan, including: how to survive dealing with the investment industry, the practical meaning of market efficiency, how
much to save, how to maintain discipline in the face of panics and manias, and what vehicles to use to achieve financial security and freedom.
Written by bestselling author William J. Bernstein, well known for his insights on how individual investors can manage their personal wealth
and retirement funds wisely Examines how the financial landscape has radically altered in the past two years, and what investors should do
about it Contains practical insights that the everyday investor can understand Focuses on the concept of Pascal's Wager-identifying and
avoiding worst-case scenarios, and planning investment decisions on that basis With The Investor's Manifesto as your guide, you'll quickly
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discover the timeless investment approaches that can put you in a better position to prosper over time.
How to Grow Your Money the Smart and Easy Way
Get Wise, Get Wealthy...and Get on With Your Life
Enough
More Wealth with Less Work
The Bogleheads' Guide to Investing
7Twelve
Investing for Beginners
The Only Guide to a Winning Investment Strategy You'll Ever Need

Twenty benefits from the three-fund total market index portfolio. The Bogleheads’ Guide
to The Three-Fund Portfolio describes the most popular portfolio on the Bogleheads forum.
This all-indexed portfolio contains over 15,000 worldwide securities, in just three
easily-managed funds, that has outperformed the vast majority of both professional and
amateur investors. If you are a new investor, or an experienced investor who wants to
simplify and improve your portfolio, The Bogleheads’ Guide to The Three-Fund Portfolio is
a short, easy-to-read guide to show you how.
There are hundreds of exhibits in the investment "factor zoo." Which ones are actually
worth your time, and your money? Andrew L. Berkin and Larry E. Swedroe, co-authors of The
Incredible Shrinking Alpha, bring you a thorough yet still jargon-free and accessible
guide to applying one of today's most valuable quantitative, evidence-based approaches to
outperforming the market: factor investing. Designed for savvy investors and professional
advisors alike, Your Complete Guide to Factor-Based Investing: The Way Smart Money
Invests Today takes you on a journey through the land of academic research and an
extensive review of its 50-year quest to uncover the secret of successful investing.
Along the way, Berkin and Swedroe cite and distill more than 100 academic papers on
finance and introduce five unique criteria that a factor (at its most basic, a
characteristic or set of characteristics common among a broad set of securities) must
meet to be considered worthy of your investment. In addition to providing explanatory
power to portfolio returns and delivering a premium, Swedroe and Berkin argue a factor
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should be persistent, pervasive, robust, investable and intuitive. By the end, you'll
have learned that, within the entire "factor zoo," only certain exhibits are worth
visiting and only a handful of factors are required to invest in the same manner that
made Warren Buffett a legend. Your Complete Guide to Factor-Based Investing: The Way
Smart Money Invests Today offers an in-depth look at the evidence practitioners use to
build portfolios and how you as an investor can benefit from that knowledge, rendering it
an essential resource for making the informed and prudent investment decisions necessary
to help secure your financial future.
The essential stock market guide for beginners, updated with timely strategies for
investing your money. The perfect gift for anyone hoping to learn the basics of
investing. Now in its fifth edition, The Neatest Little Guide to Stock Market Investing
has established itself as a clear, concise, and highly effective approach to stocks and
investment strategy. Rooted in the principles that made it invaluable from the start,
this completely revised and updated edition of The Neatest Little Guide to Stock Market
Investing shares a wealth of information, including: •What has changed and what remains
timeless as the economy recovers from the subprime crash •All-new insights from deep
historical research showing which measurements best identify winning stocks •A rock-solid
value averaging plan that grows 3 percent per quarter, regardless of the economic climate
•An exclusive conversation with legendary Legg Mason portfolio manager Bill Miller,
revealing what he learned from the crash and recovery •Thoroughly updated resources
emphasizing online tools, the latest stock screeners, and analytical sites that best
navigated recent trends Accessible and intelligent, The Neatest Little Guide to Stock
Market Investing is what every investor, new or seasoned, needs to keep pace in the
current market. This book is a must read for anyone looking to make money in the stock
market this year!
Every book is written with a certain reader in mind, and this book is no different: You
may have some investments, but you're looking to develop a full-scale investment
plan....You'd like to strengthen your portfolio....You want to evaluate your investment
advisor's advice....You have a company-sponsored investment plan, like a 401(k), and
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you're looking to make some decisions or roll it over into a new plan....If one or more
of these descriptions sound familiar, you've come to the right place.
The Way Smart Money Invests Today
How a Second Grader Beats Wall Street
Your Guide to Safer Investing
All You Need to Know About Exchange-Traded Funds
A Practical Approach to Building Wealth
The Gone Fishin' Portfolio
The Way Smart Money Preserves Wealth Today
Money for the Rest of Us: 10 Questions to Master Successful Investing
Time-Tested Techniques - Safe, Simple, and Proven Effective - for Building Your Own
Investment Portfolio. "As its title suggest, Bill Bernstein's fine book honors the
sensible principles of Benjamin Graham in the Intelligent Investor Bernstein's concepts
are sound, his writing crystal clear, and his exposition orderly. Any reader who takes
the time and effort to understand his approach to the crucial subject of asset allocation
will surely be rewarded with enhanced long-term returns." - John C. Bogle, Founder and
former Chief Executive Officer, The Vanguard Group President, Bogle Financial Markets
Research Center Author, common Sense on Mutual Funds. "Bernstein has become a guru to a
peculiarly '90s group: well-educated, Internet-powered people intent on investing well and with minimal 'help' from professional Wall Street." - Robert Barker, Columnist,
BusinessWeek. "I go home and tell my wife sometimes, 'I wonder if [Bernstein] doesn't
know more than me.' It's humbling." - John Rekenthaler, Research Chief, Morningstar Inc.
William Bernstein is an unlikely financial hero. A practicing neurologist, he used his
self-taught investment knowledge and research to build one of today's most respected
investor's websites. Now, let his plain-spoken The Intelligent Asset Allocator show you
how to use the time-honored techniques of asset allocation to build your own pathway to
financial security - one that is easy-to-understand, easier-to-apply, and supported by 75
years of solid history and wealth-building results.
Summary of The Bogleheads' Guide to Investing - Contrarian advice that provides the first
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step on the road to investment success by Taylor Larimore, Mel Lindauer & Michael
LeBoeuf. Inspired by Vanguard founder and renowned investment expert Jack Bogle, the
Bogleheads were created to pass on his wisdom. Three of its key founders and active
members have put together a clear and concise guide to investing. These long-time
investors-Mel Lindauer, Taylor Larimore, and Michael LeBoeuf-give a no-nonsense account
of investing like a grandfather would pass down life lessons to his grandchildren. The
advice is proven (the Bogleheads are millionaires), well explained, and actionable. Are
you ready to heed this advice and discover true financial freedom? Why read this summary:
Save time Understand the key concepts Notice: This is a THE BOGLEHEADS' GUIDE TO
INVESTING Book Summary. NOT THE ORIGINAL BOOK.
Presents a plan for personal financial success that emphasizes the use of trusted, brandname fund managers, and shows investors how to create and monitor portfolios while
avoiding common investment mistakes.
William J. Bernstein promises to lay out an investment strategy that any seven year old
could understand and will take just 15 minutes of work per year. He also promises it will
beat 90% of finance professionals in the long run, but still make you a millionaire over
time. Bernstein is addressing young Americans just embarking on their working careers.
Bernstein advocates saving 15% of one's salary starting no later than age 25 into taxsheltered savings plans (IRA or 401(k) in the U.S., RRSPs or Registered Pension Plans in
Canada), and divvying up the money into just three mutual funds: a U.S. total stock
market index fund, an international stock market index fund and a U.S. total bond market
index fund. For millennials, saving 15% of salary is the financial equivalent of dying,
which is why Bernstein titles his document 'IF you can.'
The 5 Mistakes Every Investor Makes and How to Avoid Them
Heads I Win, Tails I Win
A Practical Guide to Taking the Complexity Out of Investing
How Millennials Can Get Rich Slowly
Don't Do It. Profit from It
The Neatest Little Guide to Stock Market Investing
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The Physician's Guide to Investing
The Bogleheads' Guide to Investing - Contrarian Advice that Provides the First Step on
the Road to Investment Success by Taylor Larimore, Mel Lindauer & Michael LeBoeuf.
"Winning the Loser's Game is considered by many to be a classic analysis of investing." Financial Planning The premise of
the bestselling Winning the Loser's Gamethat individual investors can achieve far greater success working with financial
markets than against themhas grown increasingly popular in today's hard-to-predict markets. The latest edition of this
concise yet comprehensive classic offers updated strategies to leverage the power of time and compounding, protect
against down cycles, and more.
It's time to take your financial future into your own hands, because no one else will. There is too much false information
available and it's too easy to lose your money investing. That's why we'll take a close look at the basics of investing, how to
analyze investments and mistakes you should avoid. Time is of the essence. So don’t wait, read this book now!
Investment professional Larry E. Swedroe describes the crucial difference between "active" and "passive" mutual funds,
and tells you how you can win the investment game through long-term investments in such indexes as the S&P 500
instead of through the active buying and selling of stocks. A revised and updated edition of an investment classic, The
Only Guide to a Winning Investment Strategy You'll Ever Need remains clear, understandable, and effective. This edition
contains a new chapter comparing index funds, ETFs, and passive asset class funds, an expanded section on portfolio care
and maintenance, the addition of Swedroe's 15 Rules of Prudent Investing, and much more. In clear language, Swedroe
shows how the newer index mutual funds out-earn, out-perform, and out-compound the older funds, and how to select a
balance "passive" portfolio for the long hail that will repay you many times over. This indispensable book also provides you
with valuable information about: - The efficiency of markets today - The five factors that determine expected returns of a
balanced equity and fixed income portfolio - Important facts about volatility, return, and risk - Six steps to building a
diversified portfolio using Modern Portfolio Theory - Implementing the winning strategy - and more.
Within this easy-to-use, need-to-know, no-frills guide to building financial well-being is advice for long-term wealth
creation and happiness, without all the worries and fuss of stock pickers and day traders.
Why Smart Investors Fail and How to Tilt the Odds in Your Favor
The Intelligent Asset Allocator: How to Build Your Portfolio to Maximize Returns and Minimize Risk
Jackass Investing
Steps to financial freedom
If You Can
Golden Rules Any Investor Can Learn
The Bogleheads' Guide to Retirement Planning
Everything you need to KNOW and everything you need to DO to secure your financial future

Whether you're a complete investing novice or just confused about all the contradictory advice out there, A Beginner's
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Guide to Investing is an accessible guide to growing your money the smart and easy way. Throw away the get-rich quick
schemes that never work and turn off the financial news and it's constant noise. Whether your dream is protecting your
assets in a turbulent market or growing your wealth so that you can retire in style, this book is the blueprint. You can
be a successful investor - really. Join Ivy Bytes, an innovative start-up dedicated to creating accessible content on crucial
issues, and Alex Frey, a lifelong investor and Harvard MBA, as they show you: - How you can realistically expect to
double your money every 7-10 years - Why most investors achieve stunningly poor returns on their money - and how
to avoid turning into one of them - How to choose an investment account that you can keep for the rest of your life How to out-perform the vast majority of professional investors while taking less risk - How to quickly create a portfolio
of diversified ETFs (exchange traded funds) - How to put in as few as three to five hours every year on your investing and still beat 80% of investors - Why you may not be properly diversified in holding the most popular index mutual
funds - How endowments like Yale university have consistently beaten the overall stock market - and what you can
learn from them - Why the vast majority of mutual funds fail to live up to their promise - Why your financial adviser
and mutual fund manager might be getting more rich than you off of your investments - What the terms "beta" and
"alpha" mean - and why understanding them is critical to retiring rich - How to maximize your tax savings by using a
401(k) and IRA - When and how to re-balance your portfolio - How to have the confidence to manage your money for
life - And more. About the Authors Alex Frey has been engrossed in the investing world since the age of 16. He has
served previously as a research analyst for a major mutual fund company. Alex has successfully passed all three
Chartered Financial Analyst examinations, and has an MBA from the Harvard Business School. He lives in San Francisco,
CA. When he is not writing, he enjoys reading, investing, and doing just about anything outdoors. Ivy Bytes is an
innovative start-up building authoritative, yet accessible guides to subjects in the fields of politics, current events,
economics, and finance. Ivy Bytes books are thoroughly researched and extensively fact-checked, so that you can be
sure you are getting the latest in mainstream thought - not misguided conspiracy theories or reckless self-promotion.
A practical guide to passive investing Time and again, individual investors discover, all too late, that actively picking
stocks is a loser's game. The alternative lies with index funds. This passive form of investing allows you to participate in
the markets relatively cheaply while prospering all the more because the money saved on investment expenses stays in
your pocket. In his latest book, investment expert Richard Ferri shows you how easy and accessible index investing is.
Along the way, he highlights how successful you can be by using this passive approach to allocate funds to stocks,
bonds, and other prudent asset classes. Addresses the advantages of index funds over portfolios that are actively
managed Offers insights on index-based funds that provide exposure to designated broad markets and don't make bets
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on individual securities Ferri is also author of the Wiley title: The ETF Book and co-author of The Bogleheads' Guide to
Retirement Planning If you're looking for a productive investment approach that won't take all of your time to
implement, then The Power of Passive Investing is the book you need to read.
Bedrock investing principles for profiting in today s shaky markets If you wanted to create the next earth-shattering
consumer product, Steve Jobs would be an ideal role model to follow. If you planned to become a great golfer, you
might look to Arnold Palmer or Jack Nicklaus. So, if your goals were to outperform other investors and achieve your
life s financial goals, what should you do? Think, act and invest like the best investor out there: Warren Buffett. While
you can t invest exactly like he does, Think, Act, and Invest Like Warren Buffett provides a solid, sensible investing
approach based on Buffett s advice regarding investment strategies. When it comes to investing, Director of Research
for the BAM Alliance and CBS News blogger Larry Swedroe has pretty much seen it all̶and he s come to the
conclusion that simple is better, that adopting basic investing principles always increases an investor s chance of
success and that Buffett is the perfect model for such investing. In Think, Act, and Invest Like Warren Buffett, Swedroe
provides the foundational knowledge you need to: Develop a financial plan to help you make rational decisions on a
consistent basis Determine the level of risk that s right for you and allocate your assets accordingly Create a strong
portfolio that will weather any economic storm Manage your portfolio̶rebalance periodically to maintain proper risk
levels The beauty of the Buffett approach is its profound simplicity: follow the basics, keep your cool, and have a sense
of humor. The market volatility of recent years has ushered in armies of economists, forecasters and other so-called
experts whose job it is to explain how everything works. Somehow, they have managed to muddy the waters even more.
The truth is, investing is easier than you think̶even in today s economy. Complex problems can have simple
solutions, Swedroe writes. Think, Act, and Invest Like Warren Buffett helps you go back to the basics̶so you can
leap in front of the investing pack. Praise for Think, Act, and Invest Like Warren Buffett: You could not spend a more
profitable hour than reading Larry Swedroe s wise and lucid investment guide. ̶Burton Malkiel, author, A Random
Walk Down Wall Street If you've been wondering why you've had such a hard time investing well, Playing the
Winner's Game will diagnose your ills and treat them in just ninety short, delightful pages. ̶William Bernstein,
author, A Splendid Exchange and The Investor s Manifesto Follow the investment strategy advocated by Larry
Swedroe, and free yourself to spend your time on life's treasures̶like your family and friends! ̶William
Reichenstein, professor, Baylor University As someone who teaches a college investments course, I would not have
thought it possible to do what Swedroe has done in such a short concise book. ̶Edward R. Wolfe, professor of
finance, Western Kentucky University It's amazing. Larry Swedroe managed to pen a magnificent book not only chock
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full of actionable advice, but one that's fun to read. Get a copy and treat yourself to a better financial future. ̶Harold
Evensky, president, Evensky & Katz Larry Swedroe is the undisputed expert in helping investors manage portfolios
the smart way. His new book, Playing the Winner s Game, combines all facets of wealth management in an inspiring
and powerful manner. ̶Bill Schultheis, author, The New Coffeehouse Investor
The Bogleheads' Guide to InvestingJohn Wiley & Sons
The Only Investment Guide You'll Ever Need
How a Simple Portfolio of Three Total Market Index Funds Outperforms Most Investors with Less Risk
Fifth Edition
Summary
True Measures of Money, Business, and Life
The Only Way to Guarantee Your Fair Share of Stock Market Returns
The Bogleheads' Guide to the Three-Fund Portfolio
Preparing for Prosperity, Armageddon, and Everything in Between
OVER 250,000 COPIES IN PRINT, WITH A NEW CHAPTER ON THE 2018 TAX CUTS. There's a massive freight train bearing down on the
average American investor, and it's coming in the form of higher taxes. The United States Government has made trillions of dollars in unfunded
promises for programs like Social Security and Medicare—and the only way to deliver on these promises is to raise taxes. Some experts have even
suggested that tax rates will need to double, just to keep our country solvent. Unfortunately, if you're like most Americans, you've saved the
majority of your retirement assets in tax-deferred vehicles like 401(k)s and IRAs. If tax rates go up, how much of your hard-earned money will
you really get to keep? In The Power of Zero, McKnight provides a concise, step-by-step roadmap on how to get to the 0% tax bracket by the time
you retire, effectively eliminating tax rate risk from your retirement picture. Now, in this expanded edition, McKnight has updated the book with
a new chapter on the 2017 Tax Cuts and Jobs Act, showing readers how to navigate the new tax law in its first year of being in effect, and how
they can extend the life of their retirement savings by taking advantage of it now. The day of reckoning is fast approaching. Are you ready to do
what it takes to experience the power of zero?
The proven, all-weather investing strategy that delivers long-term, consistent returns The most common investing approach today—one that
values “growth” over all else— can be ineffective and counterproductive for many investors, not to mention needlessly stressful. Now, one of
Seeking Alpha’s most popular writers, Steven Bavaria, provides a groundbreaking alternative that will see you through all markets—up, down,
and sideways. The Income Factory shows how to build an income stream that increases solidly and consistently—a result of re-investing and
compounding the dividends. And the best part? This income stream actually grows faster during market downturns than during flat or rising
market periods. The Income Factory sheds light on: • Why “high-yield” doesn’t have to mean “high-risk” • How credit investments perform more
predictably than equity investments • Why “junk” is a misnomer—and why high-yield debt is safer than most of the stocks investors own • How
to grow your wealth steadily without following the markets obsessively Through Bavaria’s strategy, cash income increases year after year at a
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predictable rate. For example, a 9% yielding portfolio doubles and re-doubles every 8 years. If you’re in for the long haul, an Income Factory lets
you achieve your goals and still sleep well at night. Investing does not have to be about picking specific horses and hoping they win the race. An
Income Factory achieves its goals by essentially betting on horses to make it around the track and finish the race. Those are easier bets to win, and
they don’t require us to be glued to the financial news 24/7.
Opines that most people lack the skills and knowledge to invest their money but do it anyway, and unsuccessfully. Explains how to invest wisely
and how markets really work. Looks at how to double a retirement fund.
John Bogle puts our obsession with financial success in perspective Throughout his legendary career, John C. Bogle-founder of the Vanguard
Mutual Fund Group and creator of the first index mutual fund-has helped investors build wealth the right way and led a tireless campaign to
restore common sense to the investment world. Along the way, he's seen how destructive an obsession with financial success can be. Now, with
Enough., he puts this dilemma in perspective. Inspired in large measure by the hundreds of lectures Bogle has delivered to professional groups
and college students in recent years, Enough. seeks, paraphrasing Kurt Vonnegut, "to poison our minds with a little humanity." Page by page,
Bogle thoughtfully considers what "enough" actually means as it relates to money, business, and life. Reveals Bogle's unparalleled insights on
money and what we should consider as the true treasures in our lives Details the values we should emulate in our business and professional
callings Contains thought-provoking life lessons regarding our individual roles in society Written in a straightforward and accessible style, this
unique book examines what it truly means to have "enough" in world increasingly focused on status and score-keeping.
Stay the Course
The Investor's Manifesto
New Perspectives For The Intelligent Investor
The Power of Zero, Revised and Updated
Asset Allocation: Balancing Financial Risk
The Power of Passive Investing
How to Get to the 0% Tax Bracket and Transform Your Retirement
Investing for Dummies®
WHEN IT COMES TO INVESTING FOR YOUR FUTURE, THERE'S ONLY ONE SURE BET—ASSET ALLOCATION THE EASY WAY TO GET STARTED
Everything You Need to Know About How To: Implement a smart asset allocation strategy Diversify your investments with stocks, bonds,
real estate, and other classes Change your allocation and lock in gains Trying to outwit the market is a bad gamble. If you're serious
about investing for the long run, you have to take a no-nonsense, businesslike approach to your portfolio. In addition to covering all the
basics, this new edition of All About Asset Allocation includes timely advice on: Learning which investments work well together and why
Selecting the right mutual funds and ETFs Creating an asset allocation that’s right for your needs Knowing how and when to change an
allocation Understanding target-date mutual funds "All About Asset Allocation offers advice that is both prudent and practical--keep it
simple, diversify, and, above all, keep your expenses low--from an author who both knows how vital asset allocation is to investment
success and, most important, works with real people." -- John C. Bogle, founder and former CEO, The Vanguard Group "With All About
Asset Allocation at your side, you'll be executing a sound investment plan, using the best materials and wearing the best safety rope that
money can buy." -- William Bernstein, founder, Effi cientFrontier.com, and author, The Intelligent Asset Allocator
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I met Bob Doroghazi when he dropped the first draft of his manuscript of The Physician’s Guide to Investing: A Practical Approach to
Building Wealth at my office. I will have to admit I was a bit skeptical: a physician writing a book on investments? During that first
meeting with Bob, it became evident that he had been a successful physician and a successful investor, so I agreed to take a look at the
book. I was in for a pleasant surprise. Bob’s manuscript was easy to read and had specific advice useful to physicians, interspersed with
lots of practical tidbits for any investor. Having written three college-level finance and investment texts, I was excited to be in on a
project aimed at offering practical investment advice to a more general, yet specialized, audience. I had high expectations for the book
and am pleased to say that I believe Bob has delivered a book that every physician interested in building wealth and protecting assets
should read. Bob is a straight shooter; he tells it like he sees it in his book. Some doctors might be indignant on reading his statements,
such as “Physicians sometimes have no idea of their limitations. This type of arrogance and ego can result in investing disaster.”
However, if you do have these limitations (and most professionals, even college professors, do), then reading Bob’s book will help you
recognize situations in which they can lead to poor investment decisions.
A journey through the Index Revolution from the man who started it all Stay the Course is the story the Vanguard Group as told by its
founder, legendary investor John C. Bogle. This engrossing book traces the history of Vanguard—the largest mutual fund organization on
earth. Offering the world’s first index mutual fund in 1976, John Bogle led Vanguard from a $1.4 billion firm with a staff of 28 to a global
company of 16,000 employees and with more than $5 trillion in assets under management. An engaging blend of company history,
investment perspective, and personal memoir, this book provides a fascinating look into the mind of an extraordinary man and the
company he created. John Bogle continues to be an inspiring and trusted figure to millions of individual investors the world over. His
creative innovation, personal integrity, and stubborn determination infuse every aspect of the company he founded. This accessible and
engaging book will help you: Explore the history of some of Vanguard’s most important mutual funds, including First Index Investment
Trust, Wellington Fund, and Windsor Fund Understand how the Vanguard Group gave rise to the Index Revolution and transformed the
lives of millions of individual investors Gain insight on John Bogle’s views on values such as perseverance, caring, commitment, integrity,
and fairness Investigate a wide range of investing topics through the lens of one of the most prominent figures in the history of modern
finance The Vanguard Group and John Bogle are inextricably linked—it would be impossible to tell one story without the other. Stay the
Course: The Story of Vanguard and the Index Revolution weaves these stories together taking you on a journey through the history of one
revolutionary company and one remarkable man. Investors, wealth managers, financial advisors, business leaders, and those who enjoy a
good story, will find this book as informative and unique as its author.
The best-selling investing "bible" offers new information, new insights, and new perspectives The Little Book of Common Sense Investing
is the classic guide to getting smart about the market. Legendary mutual fund pioneer John C. Bogle reveals his key to getting more out
of investing: low-cost index funds. Bogle describes the simplest and most effective investment strategy for building wealth over the long
term: buy and hold, at very low cost, a mutual fund that tracks a broad stock market Index such as the S&P 500. While the stock market
has tumbled and then soared since the first edition of Little Book of Common Sense was published in April 2007, Bogle’s investment
principles have endured and served investors well. This tenth anniversary edition includes updated data and new information but
maintains the same long-term perspective as in its predecessor. Bogle has also added two new chapters designed to provide further
guidance to investors: one on asset allocation, the other on retirement investing. A portfolio focused on index funds is the only
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investment that effectively guarantees your fair share of stock market returns. This strategy is favored by Warren Buffett, who said this
about Bogle: “If a statue is ever erected to honor the person who has done the most for American investors, the hands-down choice
should be Jack Bogle. For decades, Jack has urged investors to invest in ultra-low-cost index funds. . . . Today, however, he has the
satisfaction of knowing that he helped millions of investors realize far better returns on their savings than they otherwise would have
earned. He is a hero to them and to me.” Bogle shows you how to make index investing work for you and help you achieve your financial
goals, and finds support from some of the world's best financial minds: not only Warren Buffett, but Benjamin Graham, Paul Samuelson,
Burton Malkiel, Yale’s David Swensen, Cliff Asness of AQR, and many others. This new edition of The Little Book of Common Sense
Investing offers you the same solid strategy as its predecessor for building your financial future. Build a broadly diversified, low-cost
portfolio without the risks of individual stocks, manager selection, or sector rotation. Forget the fads and marketing hype, and focus on
what works in the real world. Understand that stock returns are generated by three sources (dividend yield, earnings growth, and change
in market valuation) in order to establish rational expectations for stock returns over the coming decade. Recognize that in the long run,
business reality trumps market expectations. Learn how to harness the magic of compounding returns while avoiding the tyranny of
compounding costs. While index investing allows you to sit back and let the market do the work for you, too many investors trade
frantically, turning a winner’s game into a loser’s game. The Little Book of Common Sense Investing is a solid guidebook to your financial
future.
How to Build Wealth, Ignore Wall Street, and Get On with Your Life
Bogle On Mutual Funds
Think, Act, and Invest Like Warren Buffett: The Winning Strategy to Help You Achieve Your Financial and Life Goals
The Story of Vanguard and the Index Revolution
The Simple, Stress-free Way to Reach Your Investment Goals
Millionaire Teacher
Your Complete Guide to Factor-Based Investing
THE MEANINGFUL MONEY HANDBOOK
Learn how to protect and grow your wealth with this commonsense guide to investing You manage your own
money. You understand the basics of investing and diversifying your portfolio. Now it’s time to invest
like a pro for greater profits—with investment expert David Stein, host of the popular weekly podcast,
“Money for the Rest of Us.” He’s created a unique ten-question template that makes it easy for
individual investors like you to: • Invest more confidently • Feel less overwhelmed • Build a stronger
portfolio • Avoid costly mistakes • Plan and save for retirement Despite what many people believe, you
don’t need to be an expert to be a successful investor. With Stein as your personal money mentor, you’ll
learn how to make smarter, more informed decisions that can help reduce your risk and increase your
gains by following a few simple rules for analyzing any investment. This is how the professionals grow
their wealth and how you can, too. This is Money for the Rest of Us.
Financial experts agree: Asset allocation is the key strategies for maintaining a consistent yet
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superior rate of investment return. Now, Roger Gibson's Asset Allocation - the bestselling reference
book on this popular subject for a decade has been updated to keep pace with the latest developments and
findings. This Third Edition provides step-by-step strategies for implementing asset allocation in a
high return/low risk portfolio, educating financial planning clients on the solid logic behind asset
allocation, and more.
For more than twenty-five years, The Only Investment Guide You'll Ever Need has been a favorite finance
guide, winning the allegiance of more than a million readers across America. Now this indispensable book
has been fully updated and reorganized with an even more user-friendly design. Through concise, witty,
and truly understandable tips and explanations, Andrew Tobias shows you how to make the most of your
money-no matter how much or how little you have. Book jacket.
A timeless investment guide that reveals how to consistently earn market-beating returns while reducing
risk What every investor needs is a battle-tested strategy that embraces the uncertainty of financial
markets-and life in general. One that will yield market-beating portfolio returns in both good times and
bad. The Gone Fishin' Portfolio shows you what that strategy is, how it works, and why you should begin
using it immediately. The innovative approach outlined throughout these pages will help investors enjoy
a notably high probability of success by using an investment strategy based on the notion that nobody
knows what the market is likely to do next, which, in effect, allows investors to capitalize on
uncertainty. Details one of the safest and simplest ways to reach your long-term financial goals, and
explores the financial and psychological challenges you're likely to face in the years ahead The "Gone
Fishin' Portfolio" is based on a Nobel Prize-winning investment strategy that takes just twenty minutes
to implement Discusses the relationship between risk and reward in financial markets, and reveals how
the investment industry really works The Gone Fishin' Portfolio will allow you to reach your most
important investment goals, beat Wall Street at its own game, and achieve the financial independence you
deserve.
A Diversified Investment Portfolio with a Plan
Getting Investing Right
The ETF Book
The Income Factory: An Investor’s Guide to Consistent Lifetime Returns
The Value of Simple 2nd Ed.
Risk Less and Prosper
Written by veteran financial professional and experienced author Richard Ferri, The ETF Book gives you a broad and deep
understanding of this important investment vehicle and provides you with the tools needed to successfully integrate exchange-traded
funds into any portfolio. Each chapter of The ETF Book offers concise coverage of various issues and is filled with in-depth insights on
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different types of ETFs as well as practical advice on how to select and manage them.
In The Meaningful Money Handbook, personal finance expert and podcaster extraordinaire Pete Matthew guides you through
everything you need to KNOW and everything you need to DO to build a secure financial future for yourself and your family. This is
achievable for everyone by following three simple steps: 1. Spend less than you earn and clear debt. 2. Insure against disaster. 3. Build
up your savings and invest wisely. You will learn: • How to get out of debt as quickly as possible. • Techniques for good financial
control, so you can avoid getting into debt again. • The importance of insurance for laying down a foundation on which to build a solid
financial plan, which isn’t washed away by an unexpected disaster. • How to save and invest simply and efficiently so that you can work
your way towards future financial freedom. No matter your starting position, or your existing level of comfort with dealing with your
money, Pete Matthew’s calm, straightforward and jargon-free approach will appeal to you and help you to set out on the right path. The
Meaningful Money Handbook is a practical guide to succeeding with money by cutting out the stuff you don’t need to know, and
clarifying the essential things you need to do, to make a real difference to your life. Don’t put it off any longer – pick up this book and
start to take a meaningful approach to your money today.
Straightforward strategies from a successful young investor In How a Second Grader Beats Wall Street, you'll follow the story of Kevin
Roth, an eight-year-old who was schooled in simple approaches to sound investing by his father, seasoned financial planner Allan Roth,
and discover exactly how simple it can be to become a successful investor. Page by page, you'll learn how to create a portfolio with the
widest diversification and lowest costs; one that can move up your financial freedom by a decade and dramatically increase your
spending rate during retirement. And all this can be accomplished by using some common sense techniques. Along the way, Kevin and
his dad discuss fresh, new approaches to investing, and detail some tried-and-true, but lesser known approaches. They also take the
time to debunk the financial myths and legends that many of us accept as true, and show you what it really takes to build long-term
wealth with less risk. Discusses how to design a portfolio composed of a few basic building blocks that can be "tweaked" to fit your
personal needs Addresses how you can reengineer your portfolio in order to stop needlessly paying taxes Reveals how you can increase
returns, regardless of which direction the market goes, by picking the "low-hanging fruit" we all have in our portfolios With just a little
time and a little work, you can become a better investor. With this book as your guide, you'll discover how a simpler approach to today's
markets can put you on the path to financial independence.
Dever systematically rips apart the conventional investment wisdom and replaces it with a return driver-based methodology that results
in a portfolio that produces both greater returns and lower risk. More than 10 years in the making, and supported by the twin pillars of
extensive research and more than 30 years of trading experience, this book finally lays to rest the traditional investment paradigm.
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